Experience EclipseCon 2004, a technical conference that brings together the Eclipse open source project, community, and ecosystem. The program features keynotes, tutorials, demos, poster sessions, exhibits, and Birds-of-a-Feather sessions. Learn and join in with the community and the members of the open source project. See the breadth and depth of the Eclipse community and commercial offerings and understand the value it provides to you and your organization.

Program Highlights

Keynotes:

- **The Eclipse.org Tipping Point**
  Michael Tiemann, RedHat

- **Eclipse: State of the Union**
  Erich Gamma, Eclipse Java development tools lead, and John Wiegand, Eclipse Platform lead

- **Eclipse as a Platform for AOSD Research and Development**
  Gregor Kiczales, University of British Columbia

- **From IDE to XDE to CDE**
  Grady Booch, IBM Rational

And, here are just a few of the technical sessions planned for EclipseCon!

- **How to Build Your Favorite Language IDE**, John Duimovich, Eclipse Technology Project Lead
- **Building Large-Scale Enterprise Applications with Eclipse**, Michael Bechauf, SAP AG
- **Manipulating Java Programs**, Dirk Baeumer, Eclipse JDT UI Lead, Philippe Mulet, Eclipse JDT Core Lead
- **Eclipse for PHP Developers**, Christopher Judd, Judd Solutions
- **Writing Responsive Uls Using the Eclipse 3.0 Concurrency Architecture**, John Arthorne, Eclipse Platform Core Committer, Jean-Michel Lemieux, Eclipse Platform Team Lead
- **Being Extreme with Eclipse** Joshua Kerievsky, Industrial Logic
- **Building Applications with Eclipse's Graphical Editing Framework**, Randy Hudson, Eclipse GEF Project Lead
- **Eclipse-based Applications – Java on the Desktop Revisited**, Todd Williams, Genuitec
- **Web Development with Eclipse**, Jochen Krause, Innooopract

- **Inside the Standard Widget Toolkit (SWT)**, Steve Northover SWT team lead
- **Battlefield Experiences with Eclipse: Tips & Tricks for Commercial Plug-in Development**, Eric Clayberg, Instantiations
- **The Visual Editor Project - Flexible GUI Building for Eclipse**, David Orme, ASC
- **Eclipse APIs: Lines in the Sand**, Jim des Rivieres, Eclipse Platform Committer
- **Rapid Plug-in Development and Integration Using the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF)**, Sridhar Iyengar IBM and Frank Budinsky, Eclipse EMF Protect Lead
- **Developing Web Services with Open Source and Eclipse**, Chris Peltz / Claire Rogers, HP

You’ll find more information, including registration at [http://www.eclipsecon.org](http://www.eclipsecon.org) or email info@eclipsecon.org.